27 February 2013

Dear Parent/Carer,

On Monday 18 March 2013, Year 11 Visual Arts students will be attending a field study to Art Express at the Art Gallery of NSW in The Domain, Sydney. This field study gives students direct experience of artworks from the 2012 HSC.

The students will leave period 3 class 10 minutes early (1:10 pm) and meet at the Clay Room. Travel will be by hired bus to the venue.

At the conclusion of the field study, the students will be dismissed at AGNSW at 3:00 pm to make their own way home. Please bring money for public transport home.

Students are to wear full school uniform.

Please bring lunch/drink, a pencil (AGNSW does not allow pens), clipboard and money for public transport, in a small bag.

The cost for this activity is $5.00 (for bus to the venue), to be paid to the front office by 2:00 pm, Tuesday 12 March 2013. Please bring correct money when paying.

Please sign the permission slip below and return it to the Visual Arts teacher by Tuesday 12 March.

Yours sincerely

A. Yongsiri
Visual Arts Teacher

M. Kals
Head Teacher Creative Arts

Please return permission note to Visual Arts Teacher and payment to the front office by 2:00 pm, Tuesday 12 March 2013.

I give permission for ______________________________ of Year 11 Visual Art to attend the field study to Art Express at the Art Gallery of NSW on Monday 18 March 2013, at a cost of $5 for travel by hired bus (plus money on the day for public transport).

I understand the students will be dismissed at AGNSW at 3:00 pm to make their own way home.

Signed (parent/carer): ______________________________ Date: __________

Parent’s daytime contact no.: ______________________________

Student’s mobile no.: ______________________________

Please list any medical issues we need to be aware of in relation to this activity, if any:

__________________________________________________________________________